Italy, 15 th of December, 2014.

For Immediate Release

Nuvolari Lenard designed interiors
for the new M/Y “Silver Wind” (ISA 140).

What defines Silver Wind’s interiors is a balance between relentless pursuit of themes
which recur throughout the boat and the spirit that keeps the decoration linked to a
sober classic, yet contemporary mood.
Silver Wind shows a combination of timbers such walnut, high gloss ebony, satin
rosewood and bleached walnut, and the distinctive of each wood is emphasized by the
furniture design and the joinery details that become part of a tasteful ensemble.
What catches the attention is how the main materials are mixed, woods and precious
stones like onyx and marbles are blended with special decorative elements, artglass
cascade, mother of pearls trimming and carved metal panels.
Fabrics are surely one of the most interesting design motifs, Armani Casa and Hermes
upholstery distinguish the wall’s decoration repeating a pattern which is a trait and a
tribute to early 20th century French style, as well as the metal straw marquetry which
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accompanies the other sophisticated finishes in the main deck that includes the owner
apartment.

Ivory onyx, arco iris onyx for the owner bathroom, azul macauba, rosa Portugal and
cipollino Greco for the guest area match the overwhelming handmade custom mosaic
composed for Silver Wind by the well‐known Italian Company Sicis.
The awesome large salon has different areas where guests can enjoy various situations
such watching movies, having conversation in the relaxing and generous aft sofa area.
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Dining area is where form and function are harmoniously married, the custom
designed table is meant to be the reflection of the radial wooden marquetry in the
floor, the exquisite chandelier over it and the sea view complete the feeling of being in
the best place on board while having formal dinners.
Lighting features and loose pieces have been furnished by renowned brands like Fendi
and the beautiful art light of Charles Paris.
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